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1.FEATURES  

1). Quick view the characteristic curve of governor in dynamics. Test 

pump with the curve of governor. Save time, save effort, rapid, 

audio-visual, accurate.  

It's a very good tool for specialist to test pump 

2). Four ways to adjust speed. Hand, digital, programmed 8-steps preset, 

slide 

3). You can set up test data of injection pump, and use it to control test 

bench. 

4). You can set up database of governor's curve 

5). You can compare the test curve with the standard curve of governor. 

6). Two control system, Computer and microchip computer. You can 

select one of them. 

7). Industrial computer work station 

8). Speed, stroke, temperature, and timer display by digital -LED 

9). Motor driven by high performance inverter, low noise. 

10). High output torque, low fall of rotation speed. 

11). Adjust speed quickly. 

12). Save electronical power. 
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2. FUNCTIONS 

1). Map and check the curve of governor(idle , part and full load ). 

2). Measurement of each cylinder’s delivery at any speed. 

3). Checking of each cylinder’s injection timing with static. 

4). Checking of the sealing of injection pump body. 

5). Checking of the mechanical governor. 

6). Checking of the pneumatic governor. 

7). Checking of the vacuum capacity of governor. 

8). Checking of the mainifold pressure compensators(LDA). 

9). Measurement of the internal pressure of distributor pump body. 

10). Measurement of the reflux delivery of distributor pump. 

11). Testing of the electromagnetic valve of distributor pump. 

12). Checking of transfer pump. 
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3. TECHNICAL DATA 

1 Output power(KW) 5.5, 7.5, 11, 15，18.5 

2 Electronical supply 3-phase ,380V/50(60)HZ (or request) 

3 Range of speed  0~4000RPM 

4 Rotary direction 2 

6 Cylinders 12 

7 Strokes preset 50-1000st 

8 Interaxial heigh 125mm 

9 Output air -0.08~+0.3Mpa 

10 DC power 12/24V,2A 

Fuel system  

14 High pressure 0-4Mpa 

15 Low pressure 0-0.4Mpa 

16 Pressure gauge for VE  0-1.6Mpa 

17 Temperature of test oil auto 

18 Large graduated cylinder 260ML/150ML 

19 Small graduated cylinder 45ml 

20 Volume of test oil tank 60L 

 

22 Dimensions L1950W950H1600 MM 

24 Weight   

 


